INTRODUCTION
The radio spectrum is a scarce resource. Therefore, one of the most important objectives in the design of a digital cellular system is the efficient exploitation of the available spectrum in order to accommodate the ever-increasing traffic demands. Trellis Coded Modulation (TCM) [l] , which is based on combining the functions of coding and modulation, is a bandwidth efficient scheme that has been widely recognized as an excellent error control technique suitable for applications in mobile communications [2,3]. Turbo Trellis Coded Modulation (TTCM) [4] is a more recent channel coding scheme that has a structure similar to that of the family of power efficient binary turbo codes [5] , but employs TCM codes as component codes. TCM and TTCM schemes invoked Set-Partitioning (SP) based modulated symbol labeling, in order to achieve an increased Euclidean distance between the unprotected bits of the constellation. As a consequence, parallel trellis transitions can be associated with the unprotected data bits. This reduced thc decoding complexity. In the TCM and TTCM schemes investigated random symbol interleaver arrangements were utilised for both the turbo interleaver and the channel interleaver.
Another powerful coded modulation scheme utilising bit-based -rather than symbol-based -channel interleaving in conjunction with Gray signal labeling is referred to as Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM), which was proposed in [6, 7] . It combines conventional convolutional codes with several independent bit interleavers, in order to increase the associated diversity order. In conjunction with bit interleavers, the code diversity order can be increased to the binary Hamming distance of a code, and the number of parallel bit-interleavers equals the number of coded bits in a symbol [61. Recently, iteratively decoded BICM along with SP assisted signal labeling, referred to as BICM-ID has also been proposed [8-111. The philosophy of BICM-ID is to increase the Euclidean distance of the BICM code and to exploit the full advan-0-7803-6490-2/01/$10.00 02001 IEEE 6
Path delay (ps) Figure 1 : The impulse response of a COST 207 Typical Urban (TU) channel [12] .
tage of bit interleaving upon invoking a simple iterative decoding technique. Table 1 shows the modulation and channel parameters employed. The multi-path channel model is characterized by its discretised symbol-spaced COST207 Typical Urban (TU) channel impulse response [12] , as shown in Figure 1 , where each path is faded independently according to a Rayleigh distribution. The transmission burst smucture of the FMAl non-spread data specified in the FRAMES proposal [13] , as shown in Figure 2 , was used. The remaining system paramters are shown in the Doppler frequency, which corresponds to assuming that the CIR is slowly varying. The error propagation of the DFE will degrade the estimated performance, but the effect of error propagation is left for further study. The modulation modes that can be invoked by our multimode transceivers are 4QAM. 8PSK. 16QAM and 64QAM [14] . We invoke four encoders, each adding one parity bit to each information symbol, yielding the coding rate of 1/2 in conjunction with the modulation mode of 4QAM, 2/3 for IPSK, 3/4 for I6QAM and 5/6 for 64QAM. The TCM scheme invokes Ungerboeck's codes [l] , while the TTCM scheme invokes Robertson's codes [4] . The BICM scheme was constructed using Paaske's convolutional codes 1151. The rate 5/6 code of the BICM scheme was constructed using Paaske's rate 1/2 code and puncturing, following the approach of [16, 171. Soft decision trellis decoding utilizing the Log-Maximum A Posteriori (Log-MAP) algorithm [18] was invoked for the decoders. The Log-MAP algorithm is a numerically stable version of the MAP algorithm operating in the log-domain, in order to reduce its complexity and to mitigate the numerical problems associated with the MAP algorithm [19] .
SYSTEM OVERVIEW

VIDEO OVERVIEW
The proposed video transceiver is based on the H.263 video codec [20] . The video coded bitstream is conveyed by an intelligent burst-by-burst adaptive coded modulation assisted wideband multimode modem [14] , which can be configured either under network I Features II Multi-rate System 1 Table 3 : Operational-mode specific transceiver parameters for TTCM control or under transceiver control. This allowed us to support an increased throughput expressed in terms of the average number of bits per symbol, when the instantaneous channel quality was high, leading ultimately to an increased video quality in a constant bandwidth.
The video transceiver operates in closc cooperation with the adaptive multi-mode modem, packetising the video bitstream into one packet per transmission burst. The number of bits in the video packet varies, depending on the current operating mode of the multi-mode modem. The video transceiver is informed of the packet's transmission success and failure by a highly protected feedback channel, which is integrated into the reverse link. More explicitly, the associated feedback flag is protected with the aid of a repetition code. The use of packet acknowledgement allows the video encoder and the remote decoder to operate on the basis of identical recontruction frame buffer contents without the need of retransmissions, which are wasteful in terms of bandwidth and delay.
The transmitted bitrate of all four modes of operation is shown in Table 3 for the TTCM scheme. The associated hitrates are similar for the other coded modulation schemes. The slight difference is caused by using different numbers of code termination symbols. The unprotected video bitrate before channel coding is also shown in the table. The actual useful hitrate available for video encoding is slightly lower, than the unprotected bitrate due to the bitrate allocation required by the strongly protected packet acknowledgement information, and packetisation overhead information. The effective video bitrate is also shown in the table, which varies from 139 to 726 khit/s.
We have investigated the video system concerned using a wide range of video sequences having different resolutions, However for consizeness we will only show results for the Common Intermediate Format (CIF) resolution (352x288 pixels) salesman sequence at 30 frames per second.
EMPLOYING FIXED MODULATION MODES
Initial simulations of the videophone transceiver were performed with the transceiver configured in one of the four fixed modulation modes of Table 3 . We compare the performance of TTCM in Figure 3 : Bit-error-ratio versus channel SNR for the four fixed modem modes, using the four joint coding/modulation schemes considered, namely BICM, TCM3, TCM6 and TTCM over the channel of Figure 1. conjunction with a constraint length of three and using four iterations, to that of non-iterative TCM along with a constraint length of six, since the associated computational complexity is similar. We also compare these results to TCM using a constraint length of three and to BICM employing a constraint length of three. Figure 3 shows the bit error ratio performance of the four different joint coding and modulation schemes for the four fixed modulation modes considered. It can be seen that the TCM schemes have the best performance. The BICM scheme has clearly the worst BER performance in the IPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM modes.
Again, one video packet is transmitted in each TDMA frame and the receiver calculates, whether the received packet has any bit-errors using the associated Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). If the received packet has been corrupted, this acknowledgement message is strongly protected using repetition codes and superimposed on the reverse link transmission. In these investigations a transmission frame error resulted in a video packet error. We shall characterise the relative frequency of these events by the packet loss ratio (PLR). The PLR of the fourjoint coding and modulation schemes is shown in Figure 4 .
Again, the BICM scheme has the worst performance. However, in terms of the PLR the TCM scheme using a constraint length of six has a significant performance advantage over the TCM scheme employing a constraint length of three. More noticeable is that the TTCM scheme provides the best PLR performance by a considerable margin. This is because turbo decoding of the TTCM scheme is very effective in reducing the number of bit errors to zero in packets exhibiting a low number of bit errors before decoding. The performance of BICM is worse, than that of TCM due to the associated limited channel interleaving depth [6, 7] of the BICM scheme in our slow-fading wideband channels. Figure 5 shows the error-free decoded video quality, measured in terms of the video peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) versus time for the CIF resolution "Salesman" sequence for each of the four fixed modulation modes using the TTCM scheme. As expected, the figure demonstrates that the higher order modulation modes, which have a higher associated bitrate provide a better video quality. This graph will become useful at a later stage, when comparing the PSNR of the various scenarios obtained in an error-impaired Channel SNR (dB) Figure 4 Packet loss ratio vers.us channel SNR for the four fixed modem modes, using the four joint coding/modulation schemes considered, namely BICM, TCM3, TCM6 and TTCM over the channel of Figure 1 .
Time (s) Figure 5 : PSNR (video quality) versus time for the four fixed modulation modes, under error-free channel conditions using the CIF resolution "Salesman" video sequence at 30 frame/s. Joint coding and modulation using turbo trellis coding with constraint length three and four iterations was employed.
situation.
EMPLOYING TTCWAQAM
The modem mode switching mechanism of the adaptive schemes is characterised by a set of switching thresholds, by the corresponding random TTCM symbol-interleavers and the component codes, as follows:
where fn,n = 1...3 are the equalizer's output SNR thresholds, while I, represents the random TTCM symbol-interleaver size expressed in terms of the number of bits, which is not used for the TCM and 3' l i PSNR versus time for the four fixed modulation modes at a channel SNR of 20dB, using the CIF-resolution "Salesman" video sequence at 30 frameds, employing a constraint length three and four iterations over the COST207 CIR of Figure I . BICM schemes. The switching thresholds fn were chosen using a heuristic algorithm, in order to maintain the required target PLR.
The video quality expressed in terms of the average PSNR is closely related to the effective throughput video bitrate, which is shown in Figure 6 . As expected, the figure portrays that the AQAM modem's video performance degrades smoothly, as the channel S N R degrades, while the fixed modem's video performance degrades more rapidly, when the channel SNR becomes insufficient for the specific modem mode concerned. The video quality in terms of the PSNR is shown versus time in Figure 7 for the four fixed modulation modes at a channel SNR of 20dB. For further research on wireless video communications the interested reader is referred to [21] .
CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution various burst-by-burst adaptive coded modulation based video transceivers have been studied. The nearinstantaneously adaptive transceiver is capable of operating in four different coded modulation modes, namely 4QAM, 8PSK, 16QAM and 64QAM.
The advantage of using trellis coding in our near-instantaneously adaptive transceivers is that when invoking higher-order modulation modes in case of encountering a higher channel quality, the coding rate approaches unity. This allows us to maintain as high a throughput as possible. For example, the bitrate of the 4QAM and 64QAM modes was 296 and 889Kbit/s, repectively. The coding rate of the 4QAM mode was half, while that of the 64QAM mode was 5/6. This in turn allowed us to support effective video bitrates of 139 and 726Khit/s in the 4QAM and 64QAM modes, repectively. The ratio of the effective video bitrate to the channel bitrate increased from 47% in the 4QAM mode to 82% in the 64QAM mode. We found that the turbo trellis coding scheme provided the best overall video performance due to its superior PLR performance.
The burst-by-burst adaptive modem guaranteed the same video performance as the lowest-and highest-order fixed-mode modulation schemcs at extremely low and high channel SNRs, respectively. However in between these extreme SNRs the effective video bitrate smoothly increased, as the channel SNR increased, whilst maintaining a near-constant PLR. By controlling the AQAM switching thresholds a near-constant PLR can be maintained.
